
Fashion to make you feel good 
 
Tired of the same old lockdown look? Stylist Ciara Loane shares 
her pick of the best fashion pieces in John Lewis which can help 
give you a boost this month... 
 
Ciara Loane 
Personal Stylist 
 
Brora Embroidered Floral Skirt, Black/Multi, £195 
The perfect ‘put on and go’ skirt. An ideal statement piece which will integrate well 
into any wardrobe; wear it with a white shirt for working hours or a sweatshirt for 
casual walks in the park; the embroidered floral design will steal the show for any 
occasion. 



 

Jigsaw Merino V-Neck Cardigan, Grey, £112 
Comfort is still key, and this luxuriously soft Merino wool will feel lavish against your 
skin, making it the perfect layering piece for this transitional weather. The soft grey 
works perfectly with jeans or skirts and it can be worn on top of a blouse, dress or 
stylishly off-the-shoulder by itself for a statement 
look. 



hush Laurel Jogger, Soft Rose, £49 
A best-seller for a reason, hush knows how to do loungewear, and do it well. 
Founded as a luxurious take on loungewear and sleepwear, hush have 
understandably been a go-to for many of us over the last year and these signature 
joggers are no exception. Available in very on-trend pastel pink and more basic 
staple colours, these joggers are perfect for wearing around the house or on a walk 
in the local park.  



 

Mint Velvet Rainbow Sweatshirt, Dark Grey, £69 
The rainbow trend is here to stay and this dark grey sweatshirt from Mint Velvet 
gives a stylish nod to it with its striking metallic print. The fleece interior will also keep 
you super cosy! 



 

Modern Rarity Cotton Rich Slim Leg Trousers, £90 
A piece of clothing that can be worn both for home working and the office, these 
trousers are a staple of any womens’ wardrobe. Not only good for the environment 
with 98% BCI cotton, the 2% elastane in the fabric gives the slim-fit trousers a good 
amount of stretch ensuring a perfect balance between professional and comfort.  



 

Whistles Joie Logo Sweatshirt, Red, £79 
Upgrade your sweatshirt collection with this incredibly stylish addition from Whistles. 
The bright red will stand out amongst the greys of winter and match everything from 
a basic pair of jeans to floral midi skirts. You can even layer it with a shirt underneath 



with an on-trend oversized collar or a leather jacket on top.

 

French Connection Feel The Sunshine Slogan T-Shirt, £25 
Let your clothes do the talking with this slogan t-shirt from French Connection. Wear 
it for a quick mood boost on those days when you need a little extra help finding the 



sunshine.

 

Kin Heavyweight Cotton Half Zip Sweatshirt, Navy, £40 
Athleisure is continuing to be one of the strongest and most prevalent trends in 
fashion but don’t let that fool you; it’s all about effortless comfort. This half-zip sweat 
is no exception. Perfect for layering or throwing on if you’re not sure what to wear to 
work, it’s incredibly stylish in a flattering navy.  



 

Reiss Gianni Velour Hoodie, Sage, £145 
Smooth and soft, this velour hoodie is comfortable and stylish too. Reiss as a brand 
redefines tailoring and suave looks into low-key, effortless pieces. A hoodie that is 
perfect to wear not only around the house now but out and about when restrictions 
allow, it is the definition of re-defined loungewear.  



 

Polo Ralph Lauren Slim Fit Stripe Cotton Shirt, Pink, £105 
When working from home meetings require something more elevated, or you just 
want to feel more professional, this shirt will be incredibly flattering on all shapes and 
feel luxurious in a smooth cotton. The colour is bright and contemporary, perfect for 
brightening up the last remaining days of winter and going into spring. It can be worn 
layered under a jumper or by itself with shirt sleeves rolled up for a smart casual 
look. 



 

Ted Baker Kokoro Drawstring Trousers, Khaki, £99 
There’s a big difference between casual and work trousers, with not many bridging 
that gap. These trousers, however, are just the ticket. Featuring a flattering slim cut 
in a versatile yet statement khaki green, they look incredibly professional yet feature 
a comfortable drawstring waist, the perfect addition to any confidence-boosting 



loungewear. 

 
	


